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At CSUDH, we offer a suite of interactive tutorials using SpringShare’s LibWizard platform for hands-on practice with using library databases and more. We like it because it’s interactive, has built-in assessment, and students receive credit for completing them. 
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We’ve begun to expand our course-integrated tutorials, which are designed for a specific assignment and with targeted outcomes. Last semester, we had 346 students complete a tutorial in a general education course! We’re were excited to get so many people on board and find the tutorial helpful--but they didn’t score very well on their first attempt…this was definitely a failure on our part. 
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Of course, lots of other things went wrong too. I’ll quickly cover 4 lesson learned by some of the tutorial’s design and platform failures, and how we will revamp this tutorial for next semester.
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First up, broken links. If you’re not familiar with LibWizard, this is what it looks like: questions and directions one side and an interactive web browser or other media on the right. If you’re considering using LibWizard (which I do still recommend!) all of your content had to load over secure https, and we weren’t always able to get the correct link in a pinch. I won’t overwhelm you with the technical details, but suffice to say we had more trouble because we host our databases through OCLC and couldn’t switch the security certificate in house. But, ask Springshare for help! Their support team has been very helpful in troubleshooting and those issues have ~mostly~ been resolved this semester. And it’s good to report system errors to the developers, so they can continue to improve the platforms we’re investing in. Last semester, students did have some trouble navigating the tutorial off-campus. Instead of this Gale search screen, they might have seen an error page, and it was easy to get lost in the pop-up window that appeared if the page couldn’t load in the frame. 
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Next up, frantic chats. Once the tutorial was underway, we started to get a lot of questions about the tutorial through our Research Help Desk, particularly via chat. Some of these questions were related to pages not loading correctly, but we also found out that some of the tutorial questions were just too hard! Students especially struggled with one question where they had to identify the name of an academic journal and type it in correctly, otherwise they couldn’t progress through the tutorial.Our reference librarians were able to help when students asked, but we’ll change this question entirely for the next iteration. Identifying a journal name wasn’t really a good measure for our outcome anyway. Librarians staffing our chat could access the tutorial, but not everyone knew the link or were familiar with the questions. To help with our reference workflow and troubleshooting for all our tutorials, I’ve shared a simple text version of tutorials in our department Google Drive that includes all the questions and answers. 
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And then the spelling errors. As I was copying over the text into Google Docs, I found an embarrassing amount of small details like spelling errors. When you edit text directly in LibWizard, it doesn’t have a robust spell check. Students pay attention to details though, I’ve received feedback from other tutorials that even a few spelling or grammar errors can be distracting. Drafting or copying over tutorial text in an word processor is also good practice to preserve your content outside of the platform. I’ve saved over and lost content in LibWizard before and it’s agonizing.
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These experiences were all part of the iterative design process for the tutorial, but you can always just ask for more feedback! We ask some basic questions about navigating the tutorial, perceived value of the tutorial as a whole, and specific sections, as well as one thing they learned, and one thing they would change or improve to better help them learn.
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These responses ranged widely from very positive (this was so helpful, I wish every class had this) to neutral (it was fine as is) to both constructive and confusing feedback. Overwhelmingly students wanted more videos, which I was kind of surprised by, especially for the  section of the tutorial that covered APA, which was really just reading a libguide and answering questions. So, we made a video! And now we actually have a separate LibWizard tutorial for APA to chunk content. Some feedback was really vague like “length of the tutorial” so it was unclear if it was too long, or not long enough, and feedback around clarifying questions and directions were difficult to interpret. However, a lot of the feedback was really rich! Like giving better hints, or detailed descriptions of technical errors. In some ways you do have to choose what feedback to listen to and what might depend on individual preference, but getting and using feedback to improve tutorials is essential for helping out students succeed!
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That’s all the time I have, but if you create tutorials in LibWizard or other platforms I would love to chat more with you. Catch me later, email me, or find me on Twitter!
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